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ABSTRACT

The Tarfaya-Dakhla Basin (TDB) is located in the southern part of the Moroccan Atlantic rifted-passive margin. Oblique rifting with its conjugate margin in eastern Canada started at the Late Triassic-Early Jurassic by splitting of the northeast, structural grain inherited from the late Paleozoic, Appalachian-Atlas orogeny. A massive, 14-km-thick, reefal-carbonate platform was formed above the rifted margin during the Early Jurassic and was buried by the 6-km-thick, Early Cretaceous (Berriasian) Boujdour deltaic complex. Continued high rates of clastic sedimentation resulted in margin steepening and gravitational collapse during the Valanginian, to form a 480-km-long and 68-km-wide passive margin fold belt system. This deformed segment of the passive margin includes an up-dip, extensional listric fault zone that passes downslope into a down-dip, folded zone. This study of the Tarfaya-Dakhla basin includes stratigraphic mapping of 4885-line km of depth-converted industry seismic data that are tied to three DSDP wells in the deepwater part of the study area along with published exploratory wells on the slope and shelf.

The results of the study are based on regional isopach and structural maps of Jurassic, Berriasian, Valanginian, Lower, and Upper Cretaceous that range from top oceanic and continental basement to the seafloor. Landward dips in the top basement surface are linked to localized loading by the Jurassic carbonate margin and its overlying Boujdour deltaic complex. Mapping of the passive margin fold belt revealed the updip extension zone to be 480 km long and 30 km wide and the downdip compressional zone to be 117 km long and 15 km wide. The basal detachment beneath the zones of updip extension and downdip compression is estimated from area depth strain analysis to be at a depth of ± 9900 m. Geochemical data from DSDP 397 and 369 wells, and two
pseudo-wells were used to evaluate source rock potential and hydrocarbon prospectivity in the Jurassic to Recent section. Results showed that the Jurassic source rocks are overmature in the study area with hydrocarbon generation beginning in the Upper Jurassic-Lower Cretaceous. The Lower Cretaceous source rocks are immature except for localized areas, and the Upper Cretaceous is immature basin wide.
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1. Introduction and significance of the study

   The Moroccan rifted-passive margin of the Central Atlantic Ocean extends 3500 km from the Straits of Gibraltar to the border of southern Morocco with Mauritania and forms the conjugate rifted margin for much of eastern margin of the USA and Maritime Canada (Figure 1). Rifting between the Moroccan Atlantic margin and its North American conjugate began in the Late Triassic with the development of grabens and half-grabens filled with clastic red beds on both margins (Davison, 2005). The Atlas Mountains in northern Morocco include the same Jurassic rifts that were inverted during Cenozoic convergence between the African and European plates. A major Jurassic salt province occurs as a locally reactivated, post-rift sag sequence along the northern margin of Morocco (Davison, 2005; Lawrence, 2019). Maillard et al. (2006) have proposed that early rifting of the Central Atlantic was asymmetrical in cross-sectional view with the less extended Moroccan margin representing the narrower upper plate and the much more extended North American plate being part of the lower plate.

   Hydrocarbon exploration of the offshore Morocco margin over the past few decades has been disappointing with a series of an unsuccessful shelf, slope, and deepwater wells drilled from the late 1960s through the early 2000s into Lower Cretaceous-Cenozoic clastic rocks and Jurassic carbonate rocks (Von Rad and Wissmann, 1982; ONHYM, 2019; Lawrence, 2019). Deepwater stratigraphic wells completed by the Deep Sea Drilling Project (DSDP) during the mid-to-late 1970s encountered numerous gas and oil and shows which supported the presence of underlying,
**Figure 1:** Regional crustal framework of the Moroccan Atlantic rifted-passive margin showing its three, major rifted-passive margin segments that are conjugate with eastern Canada: 1) **Northern Central Atlantic;** 2) **Georges Bank- Tarfaya Central Atlantic,** and; 3) **Southern Central Atlantic** (three zones modified from Nemcok et al., 2005). The dashed white box shows the study area for this MS thesis located in the Georges Bank-Tarfaya Central Atlantic segment of the Morocco rifted-passive margin. Source of bathymetry is from World Ocean Basemap from Esri et al. (2014), and the topography is from GEBCO (2009) Oceanic crust of the central Atlantic Ocean is shown with early Cretaceous magnetic anomalies from Labails et al. (2009). The zone between the dashed black lines is rifted transitional crust based on the refraction line by Klingelhoefer et al. (2009) that is shown in Figure 3. The blue line represents the seaward edge of the Jurassic carbonate shelf margin extension offshore Morocco from ONHYM (2019). The light red polygon in the north represents the extent of Jurassic salt along the northern Morocco margin from Davison (2005). The black curved line with ages represents the changing positions of the Canary hotspot track (black dots) from 60 Ma to the present from Neumaier et al. (2016).
mature source rocks within the very thick Jurassic-Lower Cretaceous section that has long interested oil explorationists (Hayes et al., 1972; The Shipboard Scientific Party, 1978; Shipboard scientific party, 1979)

Based on the same data sets described in this thesis, Lawrence (2019) revealed the presence of a previously undescribed, 480-km-long passive margin fold belt (Rowan, 2004) within the Tarfaya-Dakhla basin (TDB) of southern Morocco (Figure 1). Passive margin fold belts form as a result of large-scale, thin-skinned, gravity-driven deformations associated with salt or shale detachment surfaces (Rowan, 2004; Krueger and Gilbert, 2009; Morley et al., 2011). Updip deformation is marked by a zone of listric normal faults with associated rollover anticlines that converge onto a single or zone of seaward-dipping detachment faults (Hafid et al., 2008).

On the southern Morocco margin, this localized area of complex deformation within the passive margin fold belt is a likely area of increased structural trapping for the mature, underlying Jurassic-Cretaceous section as seen in other areas like the Gulf of Mexico (Fiduk et al., 1999; Le Roy et al., 2008). Davison (2005) had also recognized this passive margin fold belt and pointed out that rollover anticlines associated with listric, normal faults are important targets for offshore exploration. Davison (2005) noted that the depth to detachment might extend as deeply as the top basement horizon.

**Objectives of this study.** The main objective of the study is to evaluate the passive margin fold belt in the Tarfaya-Dakhla basin (TDB) in the southernmost part of the Moroccan passive margin and petroleum system modeling of the source rocks. There are few published papers about
the southern margin of Morocco (ONHYM, 2019), especially for this newly recognized passive margin fold belt. In comparison, several passive margin fold belts have been described in detail from the margins of Nigeria, Somalia, and Kenya, where the relation between their formation, timing, and hydrocarbon prospectivity have been studied in detail (Maloney et al., 2012; Cruciani and Barchi, 2016). The grid of depth-converted seismic data provided by Geoex Ltd allows the construction of structural maps and isopach maps that will provide greater precision for structural and stratigraphic interpretation and basin modeling.

2. Tectonic and geologic history of the rifted-passive margin of Morocco

2.1 Mesozoic rifting of northwest Africa

Rifting along the Moroccan Atlantic margin was oriented north-northeast and followed the trend of the late Paleozoic Hercynian orogenic belt. The Moroccan Atlantic margin is divided into three main segments according to the direction of Triassic-Jurassic rifting: the Northern Central Atlantic segment, the Southern Central Atlantic segment, and the Georges Bank-Tarfaya Central Atlantic segment, where my study area is located (Nemcok et al., 2005) (Figure 1).

**Early Central Atlantic rift history.** According to (Nemcok et al., 2005), the direction of Triassic-Jurassic rifting in the Northern and Southern segments of the Moroccan margin was perpendicular to the margin and formed extensional, margin-parallel, grabens and half-grabens. In contrast, rifting in the Georges-Bank-Tarfaya segment was highly oblique because of the irregular shape of this part of the margin and formed a left-lateral, strike-slip regime that included the Gettysburg-Tarfaya and Georges Bank-Tarfaya strike-slip zones. Triassic, continental rifting and
basin formation in this southern area of the Moroccan margin has been interpreted as occurring within strike-slip-related, pull-apart basins (Nemcok et al., 2005)(Figure 1).

**Continental basement and early rifting of the Tarfaya Dakhla basin.** Using isostatic, residual gravity anomaly data to map the basement structures, Nemcok et al. (2005) inferred that the continental crust underlying the Tarfaya Dakhla basin is underlain by several continental, fault blocks with complex geometries. These fault blocks have average widths and lengths of 20-30 km and 30-100 km, respectively, and are marked by steep gravity gradients. The interpreted fault blocks have abrupt boundaries and are elongated in a northeast-southwest direction.

**Rift-related, Mesozoic sedimentation.** During the Triassic and Lower Jurassic rifting event, rift basins were filled with alluvial and lacustrine sediments with minor salt precipitation near the area of the northern TDB (Lawrence, 2019). Although isolated salt diapers have been reported by previous workers above this zone of rifting in southern Morocco (Davison and Dailly, 2010; ONHYM, 2019), the main area of salt deposition is located along the rifted, northern margin of Morocco (Lawrence, 2019) (Figure 1). The Geoex Ltd. seismic data that was made available for this study does not penetrate deeply enough to image these deeply buried continental basement blocks or rift and pull-apart basins, so this phase of the early opening was not a focus of this study.

**Triassic CAMP magmatic event.** The Central Atlantic Magmatic Province (CAMP) is a widespread Mesozoic igneous event related to a mantle plume that is well-dated as early Triassic (201 Ma). It lasted only about 1 million years, and post-dated the initial rifting along the two, conjugate margins by 25 million years (Davison and Dailly, 2010). The CAMP event is marked
by an area of basaltic and radial dikes, sills, and thick sequences of layered flows “seaward-dipping reflectors” along the rifted margins of Central Atlantic in northwestern Africa, the eastern USA, and northeastern South America. In northwestern Africa, evaporites were formed above and within the CAMP magmatic units, which suggests the existence of a large, salt-filled sag basin with the absence of significant uplift before or during the CAMP event at 201 Ma (Davison, 2005). My seismic data does not penetrate deeply enough to establish whether CAMP magmatism affected this segment of the Moroccan margin; therefore, this topic does not form a focus of this study.

2.2. Continent-ocean transition in southern Morocco and resulting crustal types beneath the TDB

Klingelhofer et al. (2009) used refraction, gravity, and velocity data to distinguish five major, crustal types underlying the TDB based on their observations of seismic velocity, crustal densities, and the roughness of the top basement surface. The five underlying crustal zones of the TDB are summarized on the cross-section in Figure 3 that was modified from Klingelhofer et al. (2009). The limits of the zone of thinned continental crust and the zone of crust of unknown composition are shown on the map in Figure 2. These five zones are:

1) Zone of full-thickness continental crust. The thickness of this easternmost crustal zone of the northwestern Africa craton is ~27 km and includes two modeled layers of almost the same thickness (12 and 15 km).
Figure 2: Regional magnetic anomaly map of the Tarfaya Dakhla segment of the Moroccan rifted-passive margin compiled from the EMAG v. 3 magnetic dataset from Meyer et al. (2016). In my study area, I overlay the depth to top continental basement contours in meters based on my mapping. A broad magnetic high parallel to the Morocco shoreline includes the West Atlantic Coast Magnetic Anomaly (WACMA), as compiled from Labails et al. (2009). The African Blake spur Magnetic Anomaly (ABSMA) is located 75 km to the west, as mapped by Sahabi et al. (2004). The anomalous magnetic low parallel to the coastline represents deeply subsided, continental basement with up to 19 km of sediment thickness that was called the Cape Boujdour Marginal Rift by Von Rad and Einsele (1980). The anomalous magnetic high at 300 km to the west corresponds to a broad, elongated basement high that extends in a northeast-southwest direction between the Canary Islands in the north and Cape Verde in the south that has been described by Holik et al. (1991). Crustal interpretation from the south to the question marks is from Klingelhoefer et al. (2009), from the question marks to the north is from magnetic data and seismic profile in Figure 6.
Figure 3: Geological-geophysical transect of the Moroccan Atlantic passive margin offshore Dakhla based on refraction and gravity modeling by Klingelhoefer et al. (2009) (location of cross-section is shown on the map in Figure 1). The section distinguishes five crustal types based on differences in seismic velocity, density, and top basement roughness; 1) **Full-thickness continental crust** is 27 km thick and composed of two modeled layers of almost the same thickness (12 and 15 km). 2) **Zone of crustal thinning** is underlain by 8-km-thick continental at beneath the continental slope. The velocity values of the upper layer are average for a thinned continental crust, but the lower part shows higher velocities than the full thickness continental crust likely reflecting the presence of magmatic underplating or intrusions in the continental crust formed during the initial breakup (Weigel et al., 1982). 3) **Zone of crust of unknown composition** shows velocity values are higher than typical oceanic crust and exhibits a blocky, upper basement surface. Crustal composition was inferred to be either a thin oceanic crust with high serpentinite concentration or an exhumed serpentinized mantle. 4) **High-velocity oceanic crust** is an oceanic crust with a smooth basement surface with a slightly higher velocity than the typical oceanic crust that may be related to a lower mantle temperature anomaly during its formation. 5) **Normal oceanic crust** is a typical oceanic crust with a rough basement surface and standard velocity. According to Klingelhoefer et al. (2009), the transformation between high-velocity oceanic crust into a typical oceanic crust may reflect different seafloor spreading velocities from Klingelhoefer et al. (2009).
2) **Zone of crustal thinning and underplating.** In this wedge-shaped zone of continental crustal thinning, there is a progressive decrease from the full-thickness, 27-km-thick crust to a reduced thickness continental crust of 8 km beneath the continental slope (Figure 3). The velocity values of the upper layer are typical for a thinned continental crust, but the lower shows higher velocities than the adjacent, 27-km-thick, full-thickness crust. The high velocity of the thinned lower crust indicates the presence of magmatic underplating or high-density intrusions into the lower, continental crust that occurred during initial rifting (Weigel et al., 1982; Klingelhoefer et al., 2009).

3) **Zone of a crust of unknown composition.** In this zone underlying the deep basin, the velocity values are higher than the typical oceanic crust and exhibit a blocky basement surface (Figure 3). Klingelhoefer et al. (2009) propose that this zone is either composed of thin oceanic crust with high serpentinite concentration or consists of exhumed serpentinized mantle.

4) **Zone of high-velocity oceanic crust.** This zone consists of 6-8 km thick oceanic crust with a smooth top basement surface. Klingelhoefer et al. (2009) propose that it has a slightly higher velocity than typical oceanic crust as a result of a higher temperature of the lower mantle during its formation along a spreading ridge.

5) **Zone of normal oceanic crust:** This zone is a typical 6-8-km thick oceanic crust with a rough top basement surface and a standard velocity characteristic of oceanic crust. The transition between the adjacent zone of high-velocity oceanic crust into this zone of the typical oceanic crust may have resulted from an increase in seafloor spreading velocities (Klingelhoefer et al., 2009).
2.3. Moroccan continent-ocean boundary and early magnetic anomalies in transitional or oceanic crust

In order to provide a more regional view of the continent-ocean transition beneath the TDB, maps of bathymetry and magnetic anomalies in the zone of normal oceanic crust of northwest Africa and the adjacent zones of thinned continental crust and full-thickness continental crust are shown on Figures 1 and 2.

**East Coast magnetic anomaly vs. West African Coast magnetic anomaly.** The most continuous and robust anomaly on the eastern North American conjugate margin of Morocco is the East Coast Magnetic Anomaly (ECMA) that was first described by Keller et al. (1954) in the offshore area of Nova Scotia. Later studies have confirmed that the edge of the ECMA delineates the continental oceanic boundary along the coasts of both Canada and the eastern USA (Labails et al., 2010). Refraction and reflection imaging has shown that the ECMA is underlain by thick belts of magnetically-prominent, subaerial lava flows that formed a province of seaward-dipping reflectors (SDRs) along the margin of eastern North America (Austin et al., 1990; Talwani et al., 1995).

In northwest Africa, Sahabi et al. (2004) proposed that West African Coast Magnetic Anomaly (WACMA) is the equivalent anomaly of the ECMA on the North American conjugate margin. However, the WACMA shows some significant differences with the ECMA: 1) WACMA is largely confined to the coastal, full-thickness or slightly seaward area of thinned, continental crust (Figures 1, 2), so the WACMA is located in a more continent ward and less seaward position.
than the ECMA on the North American margin; because WACMA extends further north on the African margin than the ECMA extends on the North American margin, so the two do not restore to a single location (Figure 3); 2) WACMA exhibits a weaker, magnetic amplitude than ECMA; 3) existing refraction data for WACMA show no clear association with a thick belt of subaerial, lava flows; instead the magnetic high of WACMA may emanate from a zone of sub-crustal underplating that includes a zone of dikes and sills as shown in the crustal cross-section modified from Klingelhoefer et al. (2009) or, alternatively is related to an elongate, shallow intrusions into the shallow continental crust (Roeser, 1982) (Figure 3).

**Blake Spur Magnetic Anomaly.** The Blake Spur Magnetic Anomaly (BSMA) is found more distal from the continent edge and around 150-250 km seaward of the ECMA. The age of the oceanic crust east of the BSMA is 165 Ma (Callovian age) (Gradstein et al., 2004). The BSMA is considered to be the product of an eastward ridge jump at 170 Ma. (Labails et al., 2010). The ABSMA correlates with a zone of tilted half grabens filled by volcanic flows (Figure 2).

### 2.4. Stratigraphy of the post-rift passive margin of southern Morocco

**Post-rifting breakup unconformity and sag basin.** The breakup unconformity and thermal sagging phase occurred along the margin of southern Morocco during the Lower Jurassic (Hettangian) (Nemcok et al., 2005) (Figure 4). This sag phase terminated the rift phase and heralded the beginning of the Jurassic passive margin phase between North America and Africa that began between the Toarcian (191 Ma) and Bajocian (175 Ma) (Klitgord and Schouten, 1986;
Srivastava and Tapscott, 1986). The Moroccan passive margin phase was long-lived and extended through the Cretaceous and Cenozoic to the present-day (Neumaier et al., 2016) (Figure 4).

**Thickness of the passive margin.** The average sediment thickness at the passive margin of Morocco is around 9 km in the northern basins and increases to 12-19 in the TDB (ONHYM, 2019) (Figure 1). The thickest area of the passive margin is 19 km thick in the TDB of southern Morocco passive margin that Van Rad and Einsele (1980) called the “Cape Boujdour marginal basin” that they inferred overlay a Triassic-Jurassic rift. Outside of this anomalously thick area, Von Rad and Einsele (1980) estimated a passive margin sediment thickness of 12-14 km.

**Lithologies of the underlying African continental basement.** The Precambrian, continental basement at the TDB is mainly metamorphic rocks that forms the seaward extension of the Requibat Massif mountains (Figures 1,2). This basement includes metamorphic rocks overlain by a rift-related sequence of terrestrial sandstone, red beds, and conglomerate with minor evaporite deposits (Von Rad and Einsele, 1980) (Figure 4).
Figure 4: Summary chart for the Tarfaya Dakhla basin showing geologic time scale, lithostratigraphy, controlling tectonic events and interpreted horizons modified from Nemcok et al. (2005) and Davison (2005). Rifting between the Moroccan Atlantic margin and its conjugate, the Nova Scotia started in the Late Triassic as shown by the development of the onshore half-grabens in Morocco filled by red beds. Breakup unconformity and thermal sag phase occurred during the Lower Jurassic Hettangian age. Passive margin phase began during the Toarcian (191 Ma) or Bajocian (175 Ma) (Klitgord and Schouten, 1986; Srivastava and Tapscott, 1986) and continued through the Cenozoic (Neumaier et al., 2016). CAMP (Central Atlantic Magmatic Province) is an extensive, regional magmatic expressed as flows, dikes, and sills during the early Triassic that lasted for only one million years. CAMP occurred approximately 25 Ma following the initiation of central Atlantic rifting (Olsen et al., 2003).
Triassic-Jurassic evaporite deposits and variable clastic input. The amount of syn-rift clastic sediment input along the Moroccan Atlantic margin likely controlled the presence of evaporite deposits along the margin (Van Rad and Einsele, 1980). The thickness of syn-rift, terrigenous, clastic sediments along the northern Moroccan margin is around 900 m. In contrast, the southern Moroccan margin shows thicknesses of more than 3000 m that fill and extends beyond the zone of continental rifts inferred in that area (Heyman, 1989). Syn-rift, sediment starvation, and slow subsidence rates in the northern basins facilitated the deposition of thick evaporites that contrast to the southern basins where the extreme subsidence rate and sediment supply precluded the evaporites deposition (Heyman, 1989) (Figures 1, 2).

Jurassic carbonate shelf and reef deposits. The post-rift, passive margin sequence initiated with the formation of Middle to Upper Jurassic carbonate reef and shelf facies. The maximum width of the carbonate shelf is 150 km and grades basinward into more clastic, shaly facies (Davison, 2005; Nemcok et al., 2005) (Figure 4).

Lower Cretaceous sedimentation and margin collapse. As a result of major sea-level regression and massive continental sediments supply from the African continent during the Lower Cretaceous, a 1-4 km thick section of continental to marine deltaic sediments was deposited across the Moroccan shelf (Shipboard Scientific Party, 1979; Von Rad and Einsele, 1980; ONHYM, 2019) (Figure 4). This massive sediment supply is formed as a result of the uplift and erosion of the Requibat Shield and Anti-Atlas mountains to the east of the TDB (Davison, 2005) (Figures 1, 2). Lower Cretaceous delta fans known as the Boujdour and Tantan deltas (ONHYM, 2019) formed offshore the TDB and drowned the Jurassic carbonate platform (Von Rad and Sarti, 1986)
(Figure 1). High rates of clastic sedimentation in the Cretaceous and Cenozoic led to over-steepening and gravitational collapse of the TDB (Heyman, 1989; Nemcok et al., 2005; ONHYM, 2019)

**Upper Cretaceous sedimentation.** During the Upper Cretaceous, a Cenomanian transgression deposited pelagic marl, limestone, chalk, and organic-rich shale across the deepwater part of the TDB (Figure 4). The Upper Cretaceous shows a seaward thickness decrease due to limited terrigenous sediment supply during this period. This slowing period of sedimentation formed the prominent reflector at the Cretaceous-Cenozoic boundary where subsidence was discontinuous, and sedimentation either alternated with erosion or stopped completely (Heyman, 1989).

**Paleogene sedimentation.** Paleogene sedimentary rocks are generally thin, marine chalk in the study area due to the low influx of clastic sediments during this period (Figure 4). The Eocene section of the coastal area consists of mainly clastic sedimentary rocks that grade upward into sandy, shallow-water Neogene limestone with oyster beds (Davison, 2005) (Figure 4).

By the early Neogene time, the uplift and erosion of the area of the Canary Islands was a response to the passage of the Canary Islands hotspot (Figures 1, 2). This event influenced the sedimentary succession and deposition in the deepwater basin between the Canary Islands and Cape Boujdour (Von Rad and Einsele, 1980).

A significant slope front erosion event documented in DSDP 397 well eroded 1400 m of the section between Hauterivian and Paleocene and was probably related to geostrophic, cold, and
deepwater currents composed of Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW) that began eroding the northern African margin during the Oligocene (22-25 Ma) (Figure 4). A 100 Ma hiatus related to this erosion is well documented in the DSDP 397 well (Shipboard Scientific Party, 1979; Von Rad and Einsele, 1980; von Rad and Wissmann, 1982).

3. Dataset used and methods for this study

3.1 Well data

Five wells that are located on the map in Figure 5 were used to calibrate the seismic profiles and estimate the surface ties: three wells are from publications of the DSDP project and are summarized below and two oil exploration wells by a published report by ONHYM (2019):

1) **DSDP site 139** was drilled in 1971 at a water depth of 3047 m in the middle continental rise; site 139 is 250 km far from the southern Moroccan coast. The well was drilled to a depth of 3712 m that reached the early Miocene age (Hayes et al., 1972).

2) **DSDP site 397** was drilled in 1976; the well lies about 150 km from the coast at 2910 m water depth in the uppermost part of the continental rise. The well was drilled to a total depth 4363 m to the Lower Cretaceous (Hauterivian). The well contains a significant 100 My hiatus along a major, slope front erosion that was eroded deeply (1400 m) into the underlying Mesozoic section (Shipboard Scientific Party, 1979)
Figure 5: Stratigraphic correlation of the DSDP and published exploratory wells used in this study modified from Von Rad and Wissman (1982). The yellow line on the inset map shows the location of the A-A’ geologic cross-section that passes through DSDP 139 on the intermediate rise; DSDP 397 on the uppermost rise; DSDP 369 on the slope; Spanshah 51 A-1 on the shelf; and Alisio 15 A-1 on the inner shelf.
3) **DSDP site 369** was drilled in 1975; the well lies about 70 km far from the coast at 1752 m water depth on the continental slope. The well total depth is 2240 m at the Aptian and has multiple depositional hiatuses. The most prominent hiatus is the Turonian-Late Albian unconformity (around 16 m. y.) (The Shipboard Scientific Party, 1978) (Figure 5).

Conoco drilled the exploratory well Spansah 51 A-1 in 1969 on the central Moroccan shelf, 120 km from the coast, and in 50 m of water depth (ONHYM, 2019) (Figures 1, 2). The well penetrated the Hauterivian at 3340 m total depth. During the Albian, part of the upper continental slope was eroded (von Rad and Wissmann, 1982). This well encountered oil shows generated in situ from Maastrichtian shaly limestones and gas shows from the Barremian (ONHYM, 2019).

ENPASA drilled the exploratory well Alisio 15 A-1 in 1970 on the shelf, 27 km from the coast, and in 37 m of water depth (Figures 1, 2). The well total depth is 3823 m at the Valanginian (Gesamtfakult et al., 2014), and the well encountered minor gas shows within the Lower Cretaceous section (ONHYM, 2019).

**3.2 Seismic reflection data used in the study**

The seismic data set used in the study to map the TDB includes 4885 km of depth-converted, and high-resolution, 2D seismic lines that were acquired by Geoex Ltd Company in 2018. The dataset also contains reprocessed legacy seismic lines. Seismic well ties were made
from published reports of the DSDP wells and a public access ONHYM (2019) summary of information on the industry exploratory wells.

3.3 Methods used in this study

**Stratigraphy.** I used the Geoex Ltd seismic grid from the TDB that totals 4885 km line length to generate structure and isopach maps of the main stratigraphic units in the study area (Figures 1, 2). These maps and surfaces were then used to evaluate the passive margin architecture, its stratigraphic evolution, and its petroleum potential from basin modeling.

**Structure.** The TDB passive margin fold belt is divided into two structural zones; an up-dip extensional zone with listric faults and a large, roll-over anticline, and a downdip compressional zone with folds and thrusts. Both the updip and downdip zones overlie a single regional detachment surface or, alternatively, a wider zone of multiple detachment surfaces. I applied the method of area-depth-strain analysis to predict the depth of the regional detachment beneath both the extensional and compressional zones.

**Basin modeling and hydrocarbon prospectivity.** I used the geochemical data of the Jurassic, Lower Cretaceous, Upper Cretaceous sections from the DSDP wells and published literature to evaluate their petroleum prospectivity and maturity in the deepwater part of the study area (Figures 1, 2). Modeling and the creation of two pseudo-wells in areas where wells are not present provided a general overview of the hydrocarbon generation potentiality of the TDB source rocks.
4. Results of this study

4.1 Interpreted seismic profiles through the Tarfaya-Dakhla basin

The Geoex Ltd seismic grid used in this study contains eighteen, widely spaced, depth-
converted seismic profiles. Thirteen seismic profiles of 2578 km total line length are oriented
northwest-southeast and nearly perpendicular to the structural grain of the rifted margin (Figures
1, 2). Five seismic profiles of 2307 total line length are oriented northeast-southwest and parallel
to the modern coastline. Location of the Geoex Ltd seismic grid is not shown in this thesis for
confidentiality reasons.

Key horizons of the TDB. Stratigraphic interpretation of the seismic grid from the TDB
basin is based on three sources of data: 1) well ties with published DSDP wells (Hayes et al., 1972;
The Shipboard Scientific Party, 1978; Shipboard Scientific Party, 1979), 2) published exploratory
well reports (ONHYM, 2019), and 3) a comprehensive, public-access, report published by the
(Office National Des Hydrocarbures et des Mines) (ONHYM, 2019). Using these ties, I generated
depth and isochore maps for nine surfaces in the study area: 1) Top basement; 2) Berriasian; 3)
Valanginian; 4) Hauterivian; 5) Barremian; 6) Top Lower Cretaceous; 7) Upper Cretaceous; 8)
Base Cenozoic Unconformity, and 9) seafloor (Figure 4).

Structure of the TDB rifted-passive margin. Interpretation of the seismic profile shown
in Figure 6 across the northern part of the TDB reflects the complex deformation of the passive
margin fold belt system. The top basement horizon in this area is characterized by high-amplitude
seismic reflections produced by the strong impedance contrast between Precambrian crystalline basement rocks and overlying Triassic, clastic sedimentary rocks (Figure 4). The top basement shallows northeastward and is dissected by series of Triassic-Lower Jurassic half-grabens formed by the transtensional rifting of the Precambrian basement (Nemcok et al., 2005).

**Jurassic carbonate margin.** A major Jurassic carbonate platform was deposited on the top of the rifted basement during a transgressional period (Figures 4, 6). The platform formed a thick package of high-amplitude reflectors at the southeast, that graded to more shaly carbonate rocks in the basinward direction (Sachse et al., 2016) (Figure 6).

**Deformed, Cretaceous section.** The thick, Lower Cretaceous clastic section is deformed by a group of closely spaced, seaward dipping; listric normal faults formed within a broad, extension zone that soles out into a regional detachment surface along the top Jurassic horizon (Figure 6). These normal faults were active during the Lower Cretaceous and formed, wedge-shaped, rotated fault blocks with their syn-rift, sedimentary thicknesses increasing towards the normal fault surfaces.

The extensional zone is about 50 km wide while the compression zone is about 40 km wide. The transition or “neutral” zone between the extensional and compressional zones is difficult to determine precisely but is centered on the large rollover anticline. Lateral sliding of the listric faults on the detachment surface formed a roll-over anticline, followed by down-dip thrusts at the compression zone. The history of the passive margin fold belt initiated with the regional detachment fault that was later deformed by the younger listric, normal fault.
Figure 6: A. Uninterpreted, northwest-southeast trending regional seismic profile intersecting Pseudo-1 well (seismic line location is shown in Figure 2). B. Interpreted seismic profile at the northern part of the TDB showing the up-dip zone of extension and the down-dip zone of compression that includes the down-dip thrusts zone.
Upper Cretaceous sedimentation and erosional event. The thickness of the Upper Cretaceous section decreases in the seaward direction due to limited terrigenous sediment supply and erosion that formed the Base Tertiary Unconformity that extends to the shelf (Heyman, 1989) (Figure 4). A significant regression during the Oligocene time was associated with an increase in Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW) flow that produced a series of slumps, submarine canyons, and slope front erosion that eroded 1400 m of the stratigraphic section; this erosion extends to the Hauterivian in the DSDP 397 well (Arthur et al., 1979; Shipboard Scientific Party, 1979; von Rad and Wissmann, 1982) (Fig. 3). Eroded sediments bypassed the slope and re-deposited at the deeper basin floor (Figure 6). According to (Pyles et al., 2011), the slope-basin erosion and re-deposition at the TDB is considered an “out-of-grade type” that is formed during a rapid fall in eustatic sea level.

Relation of underlying crustal types to overlying sedimentation. Crustal interpretation shown on the seismic line in Figure 6 is from my interpretation of magnetic data and seismic features in Figures 2 and 6, respectively, and is similar to the Klingelhoefer et al. (2009) interpretation across the southern part of the TDB near the coastal city of Dakhla (Figure 3). The continental crust lies beneath the WACMA and is 40 km wide (Figure 2). The transitional crust exhibits a blocky basement surface that extends over 120 km; this area of transitional crust includes the ABSMA as shown on the map in Figure 2. The ABSMA is expressed on the seismic line as a group of tilted half-grabens filled with post-rift volcanic flows. The oceanic crust at the northwestern part has a smooth surface and extends over 50 km (Figure 6).
Interpretation of the seismic profile in Figure 7 across the southern part of the TDB shows a significant change in passive margin structure from north to south in a zone where the post-rift, listric normal faults are absent. This change in margin structure likely results from the lower sediment thickness and increased margin stability along the southern margin (9 km) compared to thicker (19 km) along the northern margin where the passive margin is found.

The continental crust offshore the coastal city of Dakhla shows a crustal thickness of 15-20 km with no evidence for subsidence associated with the continental break-up (Figure 3). This lack of subsidence may reflect a thermal uplift process that maintained the thinner crust at a shallow elevation (Labails et al., 2009).

The Jurassic carbonate platform underlies the continental slope offshore of Dakhla (Labails et al., 2009). The profile in Figure 7 includes only the outer edge of the platform. The Lower Cretaceous is thin along the southern part of the basin due to lower sediment supply during this period. The upper part of the Lower Cretaceous (probably Albian) shows a basinward thickening, and onlaps up-dip onto the slope. Cretaceous turbidites forming the basin floor fan are one of the main reservoirs in this area offshore Dakhla (ONHYM, 2019). Where the thickness of the Upper Cretaceous increases in the southern part of the basin, there is a basinward thinning and downlap on older sediments, which may represent a slope fan or distal deltaic deposits (Figure 7).
Figure 7: A. Uninterpreted, northwest-southeast trending seismic profile intersecting DSDP 139 well (location of seismic lines is shown in Figure 2). B. Interpreted seismic profile showing the significant change in the basin architecture at the southern part of TDB where the listric normal faults are absent. The upper section of the Lower Cretaceous (probably Albian) shows a basinward thickening and onlapping updip towards the slope forming a basin floor fan. These fans are likely composed of Lower Cretaceous turbidites, which are one of the main reservoirs offshore Dakhla area, according to ONHYM (2019). The thickness of the Upper Cretaceous increases in the southern part of the TDB basin (Figure 12.B). On this profile, the Upper Cretaceous shows a basinward thinning and downlap above the older sediments and likely represents slope fan or distal deltaic deposits.
The crustal interpretation shown on Figure 7 is based on the geophysical cross-section from Klingelhoefer et al. (2009) (Figure 3) that crosses the southern part of the TDB offshore Dakhla and runs roughly parallel to the seismic line shown in Figure 7. Based on the interpretation by Klingelhoefer et al. (2009), the continental crust is located basinward of the WACMA (Figure 2) and is 40 km in width. The transitional crust has a blocky basement surface and extends over a width of 130 km. This transitional crust includes the ABSMA that is 35 km wide and marked by half-grabens filled with post-rift magmatic flows. The oceanic crust in the northwestern area has a smoother surface and extends over 60 km (Figures 1, 2).

4.2 Subsurface mapping of the Moroccan Middle Atlantic passive margin

4.2.1 Rifted basement geometry, subsidence, and total sedimentary thickness

Triassic-Early Jurassic rifting in the TDB formed a series of half-grabens in the Precambrian basement that were filled by syn-rift, Triassic sedimentary rocks (Von Rad and Einsele, 1980). Basement depth varies significantly from south to north (Figure 8.A) and records major subsidence in the northeastern part of the TDB as shown by excess sediment thickness (around 19 km). This area of the deeply subsided margin was previously named the Cape Boujdour Marginal Rift (Von Rad and Einsele, 1980). The elevated top basement in the southeastern part of the basin forms a seaward extension of the Precambrian Reguibat Shield that is exposed inland (Labails et al., 2009) (Figures 1, 2).
Figure 8: A. Top basement depth structure map showing the subsiding margin in the northeastern part of the basin at the Cape Boujdour marginal rift defined by Von Rad and Einsele (1980). The basement high in the eastern area is close to the WACMA from Klingelhoefer et al. (2009). B. Total sediments isopach map showing the thickness variation across the study area with the greatest sediment thickness along the northeastern part at the Cape Boujdour marginal rift and with the thickness decreasing in a southward direction.
The top basement surface is also elevated in the western part of the TDB along a broad basement arch that trends northeast between the Canary Islands in the north and Cape Verde in the south (Holik et al., 1991). This basement arch is also observed on the regional magnetic anomaly map (Figure 2). The origin and formation of this bulge are still debated but the presence of this bulge does not support the proposal by Patriat and Labails (2006) that the volcanic islands of the Canary and Cape Verde Islands developed from two separate hotspots rather than a single one (Patriat and Labails, 2006) (Figure 2).

Maximum sediment thickness in TDB is around 19 km in the northeastern part of the basin above the Cape Boujdour Marginal Rift, while its thickness decreases towards the elevated basement along the southeastern and southwestern margins of the basin with a 3 km minimum thickness (Figure 8.B).

**4.2.2 Jurassic carbonate platform**

During the Jurassic, transgression reached its peak during the Oxfordian-Kimmeridgian, when the siliciclastic sediment supply was low in the TDB. These conditions allowed the formation of a massive carbonate reef and platform complex (Hafid et al., 2008). Figure 9A shows that the width of the carbonate platform ranges from 20 km to a maximum width of 140 km.

Maximum Jurassic thickness in the TDB is 14 km and fills the subsiding basement sag of the Cape Boujdour Marginal Rift at the northeastern part of the basin (Figure 9.B). The Jurassic thickness decreases toward the western part of the TDB where the Jurassic onlaps the elevated basement area.
Figure 9: A. Top Jurassic depth structure map showing the extension of the carbonate platform in the eastern part of the Tarfaya Dakhla basin. The blue line delineates the extension of the Jurassic shelf margin. B. Jurassic isopach map showing the increase in sediments thickness in the northeastern part of the study area where the Jurassic sediments filled the area of the proposed Cape Boujdour marginal rift (Von Rad and Einsele, 1980).
4.2.3 Mesozoic clastic sediment supply, delta formation, gravitational collapse, and passive margin formation

As a result of major sea-level regression and the increase in continental sediments supply in the Lower Cretaceous age, a 1-4 km thick section of continental-to-marine deltaic section was deposited on the shelf with submarine fans downdip in the distal basin (Shipboard Scientific Party, 1979; Von Rad and Einsele, 1980; ONHYM, 2019). High rates of clastic, deltaic sediment supply during the Cretaceous (Figure 1) led to over-steepening and gravitational collapse in the TDB, which formed a roll-over anticline and down-dip thrusts in the deeper part of the basin (Heyman, 1989; Nemcok et al., 2005; ONHYM, 2019).

The top Berriasian map reflects the main structural features in the TDB. The eastern part of the TDB is deformed by a zone of listric, normal faults with an updip, extensional zone, trending northeast-southwest, and extending over 480 km long and 30 km wide (Figure 10.A). The dip of these listric, normal faults increase with depth and sole out along a Jurassic detachment surface. The normal faults extend upward to the base Cenozoic which indicates these normal faults were active during this time (Figure 6).
Figure 10: A. Top Berriasian depth structure map showing listric normal faults striking northeast-southwest within the updip extension zone of the passive margin fold belt. A roll-over anticline and compressional down-dip thrusts zone define the downdip part of the passive margin fold belt (PMFB). B. Berriasian isopach map showing an increase of sediment thickness within the Berriasian depocenter that is centered in the roll-over anticline.
The horizontal translation over the Jurassic detachment surface formed a down-dip a roll-over anticline that is parallel to the zone of listric, normal faults and a down-dip thrust zone. The down-dip thrust zone is 117 km long and 15 km wide (Figure 10.A). The rollover anticline is one of the main targets for hydrocarbon exploration in the TDB and was drilled by the CB-1 well in 2015 and encountered oil shows in the Lower Cretaceous reservoirs trapped in the closure of the rollover anticline (Lawrence, 2019).

The maximum thickness of the Berriasian occurs on the down-thrown side of the listric, normal faults at the rollover anticline. High sedimentation rates at the Berriasian time resulted in the progradation of sediments beyond the shelf margin and into the deeper Cretaceous depocenter in the northwestern part of the basin (Figure 10.B). Maximum Berriasian thickness is around 6 km over the depocenter and decreases to 500 m towards the southern and eastern parts of the TDB basin (Figure 10.B).

The top Lower Cretaceous map is similar to the Berriasian, but it exhibits fewer listric normal faults within the extensional zone, and the down-dip thrust zone is not expressed on this surface (Figure 11.A). The maximum thickness of the Lower Cretaceous sediments is around 9 km on the rollover anticline and decreases towards the southern and eastern parts of the TDB basin (Figure 11.B).
Figure 11: A. Top Lower Cretaceous depth structure map showing the zone of listric normal faults striking northeast-southwest parallel to the slope margin. The density of the listric normal faults is lower at the Lower Cretaceous level as compared to the Berriasian (Figure 10.A). The passive margin fold belt deformation does not extend to the Lower Cretaceous surface. B. Lower Cretaceous isopach map showing the maximum sediment thickness within the Lower Cretaceous depocenter in the area of the roll-over anticline. The Berriasian sediment thickness forms a major part of the total Lower Cretaceous thickness.
4.2.4 Upper Cretaceous slope front erosion

A major Oligocene, global regression along the Moroccan passive margin was synchronous with an increase in the Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW) flow. This regressive event triggered slumps, submarine canyons, and slope front erosion, that eroded 1400 m of sediments as deep as the Hauterivian in the DSDP 397 well in the northwestern part of the TDB (Arthur et al., 1979; Shipboard Scientific Party, 1979; von Rad and Wissmann, 1982).

The top Upper Cretaceous depth structure map shows a major slope front hiatus across the northwestern part of the TDB (Figure 12A). The black-dotted line through the Canary Islands represents the hot spot track through time (Neumaier et al., 2016). The top Upper Cretaceous is elevated in the eastern part of the basin and is deeper to the south.

The maximum thickness of the Upper Cretaceous occurs in the southeastern part of the TDB and represents a significant migration of the depocenter from the northeast at the Lower Cretaceous to the southwest at the Upper Cretaceous. The thickness of the Upper Cretaceous decreases towards the northwest direction (Figure 12B).
Figure 12: A. Top Upper Cretaceous depth structure map showing a major slope front erosion at the northwestern part of the basin as shown by the grey polygon. This erosion may have been related to a major Oligocene regression that was synchronous with an increase in the Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW). This period of lower sea level would have triggered slumps, submarine canyons, and slope front erosion that eroded as deeply as the Hauterivian as observed in the DSDP 397 well (Arthur et al., 1979; Shipboard Scientific Party, 1979; Von Rad and Wissmann, 1982). The black dotted line shows the 60-0 my, margin-parallel track of the Canary Islands hotspot. B. Upper Cretaceous isopach map showing the Upper Cretaceous depocenter is centered in the southern part of the basin at Pseudo-2 well. The Upper Cretaceous thickness decreases towards the northwest.
4.3 Estimation of the detachment depth using the area-depth-strain (ADS) analysis

**Theory of ADS analysis.** Chamberlin (1910) used bed length and displaced area measurements to estimate the detachment depth in a thrust belt. He observed that the structural relief area produced by compression is equal to the displaced area over the detachment. Epard and Groshong (1993) plotted the excess area as a function of depth to estimate both the detachment depth and the structural displacement parallel to the detachment where the pre-growth layers within the deformed section exhibit linear relation between fold area and depth. In contrast, the syn-deformation, growth layers show a decreasing trend upwards (Epard and Groshong Jr., 1993).

The term Layer Parallel Strain (LPS) was introduced by Groshong and Epard (1994) in their study of how bed lengths may deform during deformation by LPS within each formation. The power of the area-depth-strain analysis is that the estimated horizon displacement is based on the cross-sectional area that is conserved during the deformation (Groshong and Epard, 1994).

**ADS application.** In this study, I applied the Area-Depth-Strain (ADS) analysis using StructureSolver® software to estimate the horizons displacement, detachment dip, and depth of the regional Jurassic detachment. I applied the ADS analysis to the down-dip thrust zone and to the updip extensional zone of the passive margin foldbelt.
4.3.1 Application of ADS at the down-dip thrusts zone of the PMFB

I applied ADS analysis to measure the depth to detachment at the down-dip thrusts zone of the passive margin fold belt, as shown on the line in Figure 13. The solid yellow vertical axis represents the depth values, while the colored squares represent the folded area value within each layer. The best-fit line indicates a general increase in the folded area upwards through the pre-growth layers (from layer 1 to Valanginian). There is no decreasing trend in area within the upper layers.

The deflection point between the increase and decrease in fold area is missing, which indicates that the growth strata are absent. The inverse of the slope of the best-fit line gives the best-fit displacement, which equals -1070 m. In Figure 13, the values between brackets represent the specific nominal displacement and the LPS for each layer. The depth of the interpreted detachment is ±9,900 m, while the best-fit detachment depth is ±10,300 m. This discrepancy may reflect the loss of area within the shaly, ductile layers due to thickening, which would violate the conservation of area concept used in the ADS analysis.

A more detailed interpretation of the best-fit line shows that there could be three separate, shorter, best-fit trends. These trends are between; A- Jurassic and layer 2, B- Layer 3 and layer 7, and C- Berriasian to Valanginian. These three trends may indicate the presence of three parallel detachments within a broader detachment zone - rather than a single, narrow detachment. This interpretation also validates the presence of the interpreted, shallower detachment (Figure 13).
Figure 13: Application of area-depth-strain analysis (ADS) to measure the deeply buried, depth to detachment beneath the down-dip thrusts zone. The solid yellow vertical axis represents the depth, and the colored squares represent the excess area values at each layer. The ADS analysis indicates a general increase in excess area upwards through the pre-growth layers (that include the zone from Layer 1 to the Valanginian). There is no decreasing trend at the upper layers, which indicates the absence of growth strata during this period. Based on ADS, the interpreted depth to detachment is ±9900 m, while the best-fit detachment depth is ±10300 m. This predicted zone of detachment may reflect the loss of area at the shaly, ductile layers due to thickening, which violates the ADS analysis that is based solely on the conservation of area. More detailed interpretation of the best-fit line shows that the possibility of three, smaller, best-fit lines indicative of a zone of three detachments rather than a single detachment: 1) From Jurassic to layer 2, 2) From layer 3 to layer 7, and 3) from Berriasian to Valanginian. Values at each layer include: 1) best-fit displacement, 2) nominal displacement, and 3) layer parallel strain.
4.3.2 Applying ADS at the regional extension and compression zones of the PMFB

Application of the ADS analysis on a regional scale is based on linking the total, up-dip extension along the listric normal faults to the down-dip, compression associated with the rollover anticline, and the down-dip thrusts. The ADS analysis can estimate the net displacement as previously shown for the Mexican Ridges passive margin fold belt in the western Gulf of Mexico by Eichelberger et al., (2017), who set the ADS limits along the two flat boundaries of the passive margin foldbelt.

Figure 14 shows ADS results for the shaded area under the Berriasian datum that represents the extension as a positive value. In contrast, the shaded area above the datum represents the compression shown as a negative value. The net displacement from the best-fit line is -3869 m, which indicates that the system has more compression than extension and could suggest the presence of an unrecognized, deeper folding mechanism. Values at each layer include the best-fit displacement, the nominal displacement, and the layer-parallel strain (LPS). The depth of the best-fit detachment matches the interpreted detachment seen on the seismic line at a depth of ±9900 m.
**Figure 14:** Application of area-depth-strain analysis (ADS) to estimate the detachment depth based on the regional extension and compression of the passive margin fold belt. The colored squares represent the excess area value for each horizon. The shaded area under the regional datum at the Berriasian horizon represents the extension in positive values, while the compression above the datum is shown as negative values. The net displacement from the best-fit line is -3869 m, which indicates that the system exhibits more compression than extension that may reflect a deeper folding mechanism. Values at each layer include: 1) best-fit displacement, 2) nominal displacement, and 3) layer parallel strain. The depth of the best-fit detachment is similar to the interpreted detachment at ±9900 m.
4.4 Basin modeling at the Tarfaya Dakhla basin

4.4.1 Data used for basin modeling

Early exploration activities in the Moroccan Atlantic margin included the drilling expeditions of the Deep Sea Drilling Project (DSDP), which were carried out during the 1970s. DSDP work included the drilling of DSDP wells 397, 369, and 139 in the offshore TDB (Figure 2).

These DSDP wells penetrated and partially cored the Cenozoic, Upper Cretaceous, and Lower Cretaceous section to study their depositional environment, stratigraphy, petroleum geochemistry, and the physical properties of the sedimentary rocks (Hayes et al., 1972; Shipboard Scientific Party, 1978). Little information is available from the published literature about the source rock properties from the exploratory wells by the oil industry within the TDB (Lawrence, 2019; ONHYM, 2019).

**DSDP well 369.** This well penetrated a continuous section of the Neogene, the Oligocene, and part of the Upper Cretaceous. Minor unconformities were observed at several intervals, but the most significant unconformity is the hiatus between the Coniacian and middle to lower Albian, which was attributed by the Shipboard scientific Party (1978) to slumping (Figure 4). Measured Total Organic Carbon (TOC) is 2.3% at a depth of 2195 m in the Albian, and vitrinite reflectance values show a wide range between 0.13-0.31 % (Kendrick et al., 1978).

A recent geochemical study in DSDP 369 well by (Cool et al., 2008) showed that the Albian-Campanian source rock has more hydrocarbon potential than reported previously by the
Shipboard Party (1978). Samples selection by Cool et al. (2008) focused more on the darker core samples with higher-organic content, which are usually associated with higher hydrocarbon potentiality. TOC values in the new samples range from 0.42 to 11.53%, which is higher than the values stated by Kendrick et al., (1978).

Organic matter in DSDP 369 is mainly oil-prone, Type-2 kerogen with minor gas-prone Type-3 kerogen. These organic-rich rocks correlate with organic-rich units deposited during Cretaceous Oceanic Anoxic Events (OAEs): 1) the Early to mid-Albian section correlates with the OAE-1B event; 2) the Late Albian-Early Cenomanian section correlates with the OAE-1D event, and 3) the Cenomanian-Turonian section correlates with the OAE2 event. Some samples show high generation potential values (>2.5 mg HC/g rock), which indicates these rock could generate sufficient hydrocarbons if they reached higher maturity levels (Cool et al., 2008).

**DSDP well 397.** This well encountered hydrocarbon gases generated in situ by lower-temperature digenetic processes. TOC values range from 0.4 to 3.4 %, while measured vitrinite reflectance values range from 0.16 to 0.49 %. These observations indicate that source rocks in DSDP well 397 are generally immature but act as a potentially mature source rock if buried 1500 to 2000 m deeper (Shipboard Scientific Party, 1979).

Evidence of potential deeper Jurassic and Lower Cretaceous mature source rocks is provided by the hydrocarbons encountered from the Jurassic carbonates along the TDB, which likely migrated upward from deeper, mature source rocks as observed at the exploratory wells; Spanjah 51 A-1, Alisio 15 A-1, and the CB-1 wells (Lawrence, 2019; ONHYM, 2019) (Figure 5).
The exploratory well CB-1 drilled in the southern offshore Boujdour area in 2015 encountered gas and liquid hydrocarbons trapped in a large, roll-over anticline. These hydrocarbons indicate possible kitchen for Jurassic and Lower Cretaceous source rocks that were deposited above the Mesozoic oceanic crust of the Central Atlantic (ONHYM, 2019) (Figure 2).

4.4.2 Vitrinite reflectance and total organic carbon content of potential source rocks

The offshore TDB has as many as five potential source rock units that include: the Jurassic, the Valanginian-Barremian, the Aptian-Albian, the Cenomanian-Turonian, and the Campanian (Gesamtfakult et al., 2014; Sachse et al., 2016; ONHYM, 2019) (Figure 4).

**Jurassic source rocks of the TDB shelf and slope areas.** Since the Jurassic source rocks of the TDB are associated with the oceanographic turnover during the Toarcian, their TOC values and maturity vary according to their location within the TDB:

1) **In the shelf area of the TDB:** TOC values of the Lower Jurassic are low and range between (0.1-0.3 %). TOC values of the Middle Jurassic, Callovian, and Oxfordian source rocks vary between 1.47-2.49 % (Gesamtfakult et al., 2014). TOC values of the Upper Jurassic, Kimmeridgian vary between 0.2-0.5 %. In the Pseudo-1 well at the shelf, I used 2 %TOC and 300 mg HC/g TOC HI for modeling the middle Jurassic.

2) **In the slope area of the TDB:** Jurassic carbonates are more shaly, and the TOC values in the Lower Jurassic are between 0.42-8.89 %. The hydrogen index value is 550 mgHC/g TOC. Jurassic source rocks are mainly, Type 2 kerogen with minor Type 1
kerogen (Gesamtfakult et al., 2014). I used values of 4% TOC, and 550 mg HC/g TOC HI for modeling the DSDP 397 and 369 wells, and the Pseudo-2 well.

**Cretaceous source rocks of the TDB.** Lower Cretaceous source rocks of the TDB are negatively impacted by the high sediment supply of the Tantan and Boujdour deltas (Figures 1, 2), which resulted in the dilution of their organic contents with consequent reduction of their TOC values (Gesamtfakult et al., 2014).

Hauterivian source rocks have TOC values around 0.5 % at the shelf and around 1% at the DSDP 397. The organic matter is mainly terrestrial, Type-3 kerogen (Gesamtfakult et al., 2014). For modeling, I used 1 % TOC in the DSDP 397, 369 wells and for the Pseudo-2 well models, and 200 mg HC/g TOC HI. In the Pseudo-1 well model, I used 0.5 % TOC and a HI of 200 mg HC/g TOC.

Albian source rocks are mainly marl and shale that were deposited during the oceanic anoxic events (Sachse et al., 2016). HI values range between 400-700 mgHC/g TOC, while TOC values are between (0.8- 4 %) at the shelf and increase to 6% at the slope in the DSDP 369 well. To generate the models, I used 4% TOC in the DSDP 369 and Pseudo-2 well models and 380 mg HC/g TOC for HI. In the Pseudo-1 well model, I used 3 % TOC and 380 mg HC/g TOC for HI.

Campanian source rocks are rich in calcareous nanoplanktons, dispersed biogenic silica, planktonic foraminifera as described by Sachse et al., (2011). The organic matter is mainly Type-2 with an average TOC value of 4.5 %, and a HI of 650 mgHC/g TOC. To build the models, I used a 4 % TOC value and HI of 600 mg HC/g TOC for Pseudo-1 well and Pseudo-2 well models.
4.4.3 Basin model boundary conditions

Sediment-water interface temperature values (SWIT) were calculated using PetroMod® software based on the equations by Wygrala, (1989). PetroMod® software uses the latitude, longitude, and the current surface temperature to estimate the paleo-mean surface temperature and make corrections for the paleo-latitude and paleo-depth through time.

Paleo-water depth was directly estimated from seismic, formation tops, and basin history. Heat flow values were estimated based on the values in rifted margins stated by (Hasterok, 2013), and the published heat flow maps by (Hyndman et al., 1987). The heat flow values at the rifting phase are at their highest level of 65 mW/m², then decrease gradually through time to a value of 42 mW/m².

The heat flow values reach their highest temperature at the Pseudo-1 well model on the shelf where the conductivity of rocks is high, and the surface water temperature is higher than the other locations (19 ºC compared to 5ºC at the deeper models). The maximum heat flow value is 75 mW/m² at the rifting phase and decreases gradually to 50 mW/m² at the surface.

4.4.4 Basin modeling results

In order to evaluate the source rock potentiality of the Jurassic, Lower Cretaceous, and Upper Cretaceous in the TDB, I created four basin models using PetroMod® software under different physiographic locations: 1) DSDP 397 located on the uppermost rise; 2) DSDP 369 located on the slope; 3) Pseudo-1 well located on the shelf; and 4) Pseudo-2 well located within the thickest Upper Cretaceous depocenter (Figure 2).
I used measured temperature, and vitrinite reflectance (Ro) values from the DSDP 397 well to calibrate the generated model. Figure 15.A shows the calculated vitrinite reflectance using the Easy% Ro method by Sweeney and Burnham (1990) that is compared to the measured Ro values in the DSDP 397 well. Measured Ro values range from 0.16 to 0.49 % and generally correlates with the modeled values. Both Ro trends show a deflection at 4207 m at the top Hauterivian unconformity that resulted from the slope front erosion at this level.

Four temperature points were recorded in DSDP 397 well represented by white triangles shown in Figure 15 B. The sea bottom temperature is 4.75 °C at 2910 m and underlain by three points of 19.5 °C at 3271 m; 22.5 °C at 3358 m; and 24 °C, at 4348 m. A straight line passing through the seafloor, the second, and the third points will give a thermal gradient of 4.2 °C/100 m. This high thermal gradient may reflect the proximity of the Canary Islands hotspot track during the mid-Cenozoic (Figures 1, 2).

There is an overall correlation between modeled and measured temperature values except at the fourth point that has a lower temperature (Figure 15.B). This shift in temperature may be the result of excess circulation at this location (Shipboard Scientific Party, 1979).
Figure 15: A. Modeled versus measured vitrinite reflectance in DSDP 397 well showing the deflection at the top Hauterivian unconformity at 4207 m that is produced by 1400 m of late Cretaceous slope front erosion. B. Modeled versus measured temperature values with modeled vitrinite reflectance overlay. (Blue color = immature; green color = oil window; red color = gas window; and yellow color = over-mature). Potential Hauterivian source rocks have been documented from core samples to be immature in the DSDP 397 well.
Burial history of the DSDP 397, 369, Pseudo-1 well, and Pseudo-2 well basin modeling sites in (Figure 16) reveals the following observations and conclusions:

1) The maximum subsidence rate is from 150 to 130 Ma at the DSDP 397 and 369 wells, while the Pseudo-1 well model has a higher subsidence rate in the period from 210 to 135 Ma.

2) High subsidence rates are due to the flexural subsidence in the area of the Cape Boujdour marginal rift (about 6-7.5 km) that are related to the underlying rift structure and/or the overlying mass of the Jurassic carbonate build-up (Von Rad and Einsele, 1980).

3) The Pseudo-2 well reveals a low subsidence rate along the southern part of the TDB without a significant subsidence of the basement (Figure 8.A).

4) The modeled transformation ratio indicates that that the Jurassic source rocks generated hydrocarbons at the Lower Cretaceous during the period of high subsidence rates; Jurassic source rocks are presently overmature in the TDB.

5) A potential Hauterivian source is currently in a late generative stage in the Pseudo-1 well and Pseudo-2 wells. The Albian source rocks are within the late generative stage only at the Psuedo-2 site. The Campanian source rocks are generally immature.
Figure 16: Burial history versus transformation ratio for the basin modeling sites at DSDP well 397, at DSDP well 369, Pseudo-1, and at Pseudo-2 modeling sites. A. The maximum subsidence rate occurred between 150 to 130 Ma at the DSDP 397 well. B. The maximum subsidence rate occurred between 150 to 130 Ma at the DSDP 369 well and is similar to the period of maximum subsidence at the DSDP 397 well. C. The highest, modeled subsidence rate occurred between 210-135 Ma at the Pseudo-1 well modeling site. D. The subsidence rate observed at the Pseudo-2 well modeling site is lower than the other sites. The modeled transformation ratio indicates that Jurassic source rocks generated hydrocarbons early but are presently overmature in the Tarfaya Dakhla basin. A potential Hauterivian source is currently within its late generative stage at the Pseudo-1 and Pseudo-2 modeling sites. The Albian source rocks are only within the late generative stage at the Pseudo-2 well modeling site. The Campanian source rocks are generally immature.
Evaluating the vitrinite reflectance and transformation ratio versus time for the middle section of the Middle Jurassic at the Pseudo-1 well and the middle section of the Lower Jurassic at the DSDP 397, 369, and Pseudo-2 well basin models in (Figure 17), reveals the following observations and conclusions:

1) The hydrocarbon generation of the Lower Jurassic occurs between 170-140 Ma at the DSDP 397 and DSDP 369 wells and peaks to 98 % from 140 Ma to the present-day.

2) Hydrocarbon generation of the Lower Jurassic occurs between 140-80 Ma at the Pseudo-2 well and peaks to 95 % from 80 Ma to the present-day.

3) Hydrocarbon generation of the middle Jurassic at the Pseudo-1 model occurs between 160-145 Ma. All modeled sites are currently overmature (Ro>2.0).

4) These modeling results match the results of (Sachse et al., 2016) in the northern part of the TDB, where these authors noted that the Jurassic is the most mature source rock in the basin.

5) Figure 18 shows the vitrinite reflectance and transformation ratio versus time of the Hauterivian source rock at DSDP 397, 369, Pseudo-1 well, and Pseudo-2 well. There has been no significant maturation and generation at the DSDP 397 and 369 wells as they are not buried deeply enough.

6) The potential Hauterivian source is currently generative in both the Pseudo-1 well and Pseudo-2 well modeling sites and is within the gas window. Generation begins at the Upper Cretaceous in Pseudo-1 well modeling site, and at the Paleocene in Pseudo-2 well modeling site.
Figure 17: Vitrinite reflectance and transformation ratio versus time for the middle section of the Middle Jurassic at the Pseudo-1 modeling site and the middle section of the Lower Jurassic at the DSDP 397 well, at the DSDP 369 well, and at the Pseudo-2 modeling sites. A. Hydrocarbon generation of the Lower Jurassic occurred between 170-140 Ma at DSDP well 397. B. Hydrocarbon generation of the Lower Jurassic at the DSDP 369 well occurred between 170-140 Ma. C. Hydrocarbon generation of the middle Jurassic at the Pseudo-1 model occurred between 160-145 Ma. D. Hydrocarbon generation of the Lower Jurassic at the Pseudo-2 model occurred between 140-80 Ma. Jurassic source rocks are currently overmature (Ro>2.0) at the four modeling sites: DSDP well 397, DSDP 369, Pseudo-1 well, and Pseudo-2 well modeling sites.
Figure 18: Vitrinite reflectance and transformation ratio versus time of the Hauterivian section at the modeling sites of DSDP well 397, DSDP well 369, Pseudo-1 well, and Pseudo-2 well.  

A. Modeling results at the DSDP 397 well show that there is no significant maturation and generation.  

B. Modeling results at the DSDP 369 well show that there is no considerable maturation and generation as was also modeled at the DSDP 397 well.  

C. Modeling results at the Pseudo-1 model show that the potential Hauterivian source is currently generative and within the gas window with generation having begun during the Upper Cretaceous.  

D. Modeling results at the Pseudo-2 model show that the potential Hauterivian source is currently generative and within the gas window. Generation began during the Paleocene.
5. Discussion

Discussion of important observations made in this thesis are summarized below:

**The absence of extensive evaporites in the TDB basin:** While there is massive salt in the southern George’s Bank Basin and the Baltimore Canyon area on the eastern North American conjugate margin of the Moroccan margin, previous workers and myself in this study of the TDB have not observed any significant evaporites along the southern margin of Morocco (Auxini, 1969; Von Rad and Einsele, 1980; Von Rad and Wissmann, 1982; Nemcok et al., 2005). Davison and Dailly (2010) mapped two discrete salt diapirs at the Aaiun area in the TDB that had not been detected by earlier mapping using an older vintage of 2D seismic data.

The absence or minor salt occurrence in southern Morocco can be attributed to the high clastic sediment supply and subsidence rate at the southern Moroccan basins compared to the northern basins, which acted to prevent the precipitation of evaporites (Heyman, 1989). Heyman (1989) also proposed that the presence of a massive Jurassic carbonate platform inhibited the growth of salt structures and/or obscured their detection using seismic reflection methods.

**Possible uplift at the base of the roll-over anticline in the passive margin fold belt:** Interpretation of the seismic profile shown in Figure 6 revealed a localized uplift at the base of the roll-over anticline developed in the zone between the Jurassic and the top basement. Possible structural origins for this localized uplift include 1) Reactivation of preexisting, rift-related strike-slip faults in southern Morocco as the result of compressional inversion of the Atlas Mountains (Nemcok et al., 2005); or 2) the presence of a deeper, basal detachment surface at the basement.
top along which the overlying sediments are sliding, folding the layers above, and forming a small bulge in the Jurassic section that can be observed on Figure 6. This second interpretation was also proposed by Hafid et al. (2008)

**Obstruction of sediments transferred along the detachment:** Sediment movement above the detachment by gravity sliding appears to be obstructed by an older, basement bulge that can be seen on the magnetic anomaly map in Figure 2. The basement bulge may obstruct the basinward flow of sediments and act as a nucleation point for the passive margin fold belt as proposed for the Lamu basin in offshore East Africa (Cruciani and Barchi, 2016; Cai et al., 2020)

**Graded margin versus out-of-grade margins:** Ross et al. (1994) proposed two types of continental margins based on their slope-to-basin profiles. The graded margins formed when the sediments prograde to the basin and aggrade upwards, while the out-of-grade margins form where the basin is over steepened, and sediment flow bypasses the slope and leads to margin erosion. Because of its long erosional history that began in the late Cretaceous, I consider the margin in the TDB as an out-of-grade margin.

**Source rock maturity in the TDB.** Source rock maturation and generation varies laterally through the TDB basin because of stratigraphic thickness changes and localized temperature and heat flow variations related to the type of underlying crust or depth-dependent variations in seawater temperatures (Figure 19). Using the modeled vitrinite reflectance values, I determined the present-day oil, wet gas, and dry gas windows estimated for the following modeling sites: DSDP well 397, DSDP well 369, and Pseudo-1 well.
Figure 19: Regional 2D seismic profile across the study area summarizing the extent and depth ranges of the present-day oil, wet gas, and dry gas windows based on estimates using modeled vitrinite reflectance values from DSDP well 397, DSDP 369, Pseudo-1 well and Pseudo-2 well. The oil window is interpreted as 0.6-1.1 Ro, the wet gas window as 1.1-1.3 Ro, and the dry gas window as 1.3-2.0 Ro. These maturity windows are found at greater depths below the seafloor in the deeper water areas of the study area because of crustal heat flow is lower in areas of oceanic crust, and colder bottom waters are present at those greater water depths.
The oil window for the TDB is interpreted as: 0.6-1.1 Ro; wet gas 1.1-1.3 Ro; and dry gas 1.3-2.0 Ro (Sweeney and Burnham, 1990). The maturity windows are deeper below the slope and basin due to cold bottom water flow and lower heat flow of oceanic basement while it is higher at the shelf due to the higher heat flow values and greater sediment thickness.

**Petroleum system elements at the south:** Basin modeling at the Pseudo-2 well modeling site indicated that the Lower Cretaceous, Hauterivian and Albian source rocks are at the late generative stage, and all these units started generation during the Paleocene. The presence of turbidites in the Lower Cretaceous basin floor fan and the Upper Cretaceous slope fan deposits could represent important stratigraphic reservoirs where hydrocarbons may migrate and be trapped in the landward-dipping strata along the slope (Figure 7).
6. Conclusions

1) The West Atlantic Coast Magnetic Anomaly (WACMA) of Morocco has been proposed as the early rift, African conjugate of the ECMA offshore North America. It forms a high magnetic anomaly parallel to the Moroccan shoreline that could be due to magmatic intrusions as dykes and sills during the breakup. While the African Blake Spur Magnetic Anomaly (ABSMA) is the African conjugate of the BSMA, it is mainly tilted half grabens filled with a post-rift magmatic flow that has high amplitude reflections.

2) The passive margin fold belt of the TDB, offshore southern Morocco, is 480-km-long and 68-km-wide. It is a gravity-driven, thin-skinned passive system formed by the gravitational gliding of sediments along regional detachment surface formed within the Jurassic sedimentary section. High clastic sediment supply within the Lower Cretaceous was fed by the Boujdour delta that led to loading and over steepening of the Cretaceous shelf-slope margin that, in turn, resulted in Cretaceous shelf failure and collapse to form the passive margin fold belt.

3) The passive margin offshore TDB is divided into two main zones: an up-dip extensional zone of listric normal faults, and a down-dip, rollover anticline with folds and thrusts at the distal compressional zone in the deepwater basin. The large folds within the fold belt are untested traps for hydrocarbons derived from the underlying mature Jurassic source rocks.

4) The estimated depth to detachment using area-depth-strain (ADS) analysis at the regional extension and compression zone is ± 9900 m, which matches the detachment depth that I interpreted from seismic profiles. The estimated depth to the detachment of the down-dip thrusts zone is 400 m deeper than the interpreted; this could be due to area loss at the shaly, ductile layers.
Another possible interpretation of the best-fit line at the down-dip thrusts zone indicates that there might be three consecutive detachments with three separate best-fit lines.

5) Basin modeling in the TDB showed that the Jurassic rocks are the main source rock responsible for the hydrocarbon generation in the TDB, and the hydrocarbon shows at the CB-1, Alisio 15 A-1, and Spansah 51 A-1 wells. Limited maturation and generation of the Lower Cretaceous source rocks in observed in some areas in the basin (Pseudo-1 and Pseudo-2 modeling sites).

6) Maturation and generation of the Lower Jurassic source rocks started as early as Upper Jurassic-Lower Cretaceous age. My basin modeling predicts that these Lower Jurassic source rocks are now over-mature, while the Hauterivian and Albian source rocks are immature. Although these younger sources could show some areas of localized maturation in certain parts of the TDB. The Upper Cretaceous source rocks are generally immature throughout the TDB.
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